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A Home Aquatic Workout with the F-1421 Swim Spa

Cal Spas Swim Spas gives you access to a complete aquatic exercise regime with
out ever stepping foot into a health club or public pool. Expertly engineered to
provide a customizable, smooth current that is customizable to your speed and
ability.
Cal Spas Fitness F-1421 accommodates up to 6 adult size people. The Swim Spa
dimensions are 93” x 170” 51” and is made with Sterling Silver Acrylic. The
F-1421 is a 3-pump system using 1x6.0 BHP EliminatorTM Performance Pump and
2x6.0 BHP Swim Jet Pump with an operating voltage of 240V.
The F-1421 comes equipped with 19 exclusive Stainless Steel Candy CaneTM Jets
and the Swim Jet System II including 2 River Jets. Swimmers can utilize the 27”
Stainless Steel Exercise Bar, Floor Mounted Swim Lane Marker, Fitness Anchors,
and Tether Anchors for a fully effective swim session.
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The F-1421 has two captain seats, one kool-off seat, and steps to ease into the
swim area for the swimmer to perform their aquatic work out.
Easily control the spa’s functions with the full color Whisper Power Unit Touch 1
control panel. Additionally, The F-1421 stays at the perfect temperature using
the 5.5kW Titanium WhisperHotTM Heating System and is also built with
Thermo-Shield insulation with ABS liner to guarantee the heat retention.
The F-1421 is for a true aquatic fitness work out, however, it is great to entertain
guest at night with the multi-colored LED Spa lighting feature. Horizontal
Cabinets are available in Smoke and Mist and choose to pair it with a Gray or
Slate Spa Cover.
We have many great additional options for the F-1421 including the Pro Trainer,
ATS Plus, Hydro Streamers Plus with Valve, C-Light and many more! Just ask…
ABOUT CAL SPAS ® Cal Spas was founded in 1978 as a provider of luxury hot
tubs. Today, the celebrated hot tub giant is world renowned as the #1 Global
Manufacturer of Home Resort Products™. The company produces premium
collections of lifestyle products from its headquarters in Pomona, California and
distributes worldwide through a network of specialty dealers. The Cal Spas brand
family of products includes Cal Spas hot tubs and swim spas and Cal Flame highend barbecue grills, outdoor barbecue islands, outdoor fireplaces and fire pits.

Learn and find a local authorized dealer at www.calspas.com.

